Text appears: Razer Blade 15.
The Razer Blade 15 gaming laptop floats against the backdrop of a cyberpunk city skyline at night. The laptop opens as the camera swivels around, As the environment suddenly changes to the inside of a cyberpunk apartment.

The camera zooms into the laptop’s keyboard, as its keycaps start to float upwards, Revealing its powerful hardware within.

Text appears: 13th Gen Intel Core i7 Processor (14-core). Beyond performance.
The camera zooms into the Intel processor and enters an abstract geometric dimension.

Text appears: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 40 Series graphics
Particles form into Nvidia’s GeForce RTX logo.

Text appears: Immersive gaming experience.
The camera zooms into the logo, as it cuts to 2 planes engaged in a dogfight.

Text appears: Battlefield V. Console. PC. Xbox Game Pass. EA Play.

2 RAM sticks float into frame.

Text appears: 5200MHz DDR5 memory
They continue floating downwards, smoothly slotting into the Razer Blade 15.

Text appears: Faster speeds with lower power
A layer of frost and ice forms across a vapor chamber cooling system.

Text appears: Patented Vapor Chamber Cooling
It slots into the laptop’s underside.
The Razer Blade 15 flips up and opens to reveal its screen.

Text appears: 240Hz QHD Fast Display. Smooth, sharp visuals.
Green soundwaves ripple out from the laptop.

Text appears: Speakers with THX Spatial Audio. For a cinematic viewing experience.
The camera zooms in super close to the sides of the laptop frame, highlighting its premium build and speaker grills.

Text appears: CNC chassis with laser-cut speaker grills. Anodized and coated with anti-fingerprint resistive coating.
The camera cuts back to the Razer Blade 15 in the cyberpunk apartment.


As the camera swivels around, the environment suddenly changes,

Leaving the Razer Blade 15 floating against a backdrop of neon energy strips.

*Text appears: Razer Blade 15*

The Razer wordmark appears together with the Nvidia GeForce RTX logo, Intel Core i7 logo, and the Razer Chroma RGB logo.

The video closes with the Razer logo, followed by the Razer Chroma RGB logo.